Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) is a promising, yet controversial, treatment modality. Numerous clinical RIT trials have been performed with antibodies directed against refractory bulk disease of different types of cancers: ovarian (1), prostate (2), colon (3), renal (4), neurologic (5), lymphoma (6), and so forth. The trials have shown few durable responses in bulk tumors, with the exception of patients with small-volume disease (1), highly radiosensitive lymphomas (6), or disseminated malignancies in the cerebral spinal fluid (7). The radiation doses delivered to tumors by RIT (range, 15–50 Gy) are unlikely to be tumoricidal to bulk disease if RIT is used as the sole treatment modality.

In contrast, advances in external beam radiotherapy (XRT) have resulted in progressive dose escalation to prostate, breast, lung, and brain tumors. For example, radiation doses to prostate tumors have been increased from 65 to 81 Gy through the introduction of CT planning and conformal techniques (8) and to 86.4 Gy and beyond by the use of intensity modulation (9). This dose escalation is designed to improve local control and, thereby, is hypothesized, also to reduce or delay metastatic spread. However, treatment failures still occur within and at the periphery of the high-dose volume as well as associated with local and distant metastatic dissemination (10).

Combination therapy between RIT with chemotherapy has been proposed as a means to boost treatment efficacy (11–13). However, there is no current basis for combining the cytotoxicities of these 2 modalities. One advantage of combining RIT with XRT is the possibility of relating the cytotoxic effects of both treatments to the physical parameter of absorbed dose. However, this assumes that 1 Gy of radiation dose delivered by radiolabeled antibodies is equivalent to 1 Gy delivered by conventional XRT.

There are 3 major reasons why the simple addition of doses by the 2 modalities, to obtain a cumulative dose, may not be applicable. (a) The dose rate of XRT is 2 Gy per daily fraction, delivered as an acute irradiation exposure over 6–8 wk. This is compared with the delivery of 20–30 Gy by RIT within 1–2 wk, but at a continuous low-dose rate, typically from 0.3 Gy/h at an exponentially declining rate. (b) The variation of dose within the target volume is small for XRT (by design, <10%), whereas in RIT it may vary dramatically (dependent on the targeting molecule). (c) There may be
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some immunotoxicity associated with the antibody binding (6,14). As a consequence of such obstacles, the interpretation of combination RIT with XRT will be difficult.

Several studies have been performed to compare the effectiveness of RIT with XRT in experimental animal model systems. Lanmguir et al. (15) reviewed 5 studies comparing the effects of RIT with single-dose or fractionated XRT on xenografted tumors. Biologic enhancement factors were defined as the ratio of absorbed doses from XRT to RIT to give the same level of response. These ranged from 0.3 to 3.0 depending on the characteristics of the cell line and the details of the irradiation procedures. Roberson and Buchsbaum (16) compared RIT with single-fraction XRT in colon cancer xenografts. This resulted in an apparent relative efficacy factor of 0.3. However, by individually accounting for all radiobiologic and dosimetric features of the system, they found that the differences in biologic effects between modalities could be substantially reconciled. The most significant mechanism was heterogeneity in the RIT dose distribution.

Buchegger et al. (17) examined the use of combined XRT and RIT in an animal model system. A radiotherapy schedule consisting of 5 daily fractions was used in combination with RIT for treatment of colorectal cancer xenografts. The therapeutic effects of the combination were additive, but the toxicity of the combination was similar to that of RIT alone. In a resistant tumor that was impossible to control locally with the maximum achievable XRT, combined treatment gave 100% local control. More recently, the same group has reported that combined RIT and XRT was more effective than either modality alone in the treatment of liver metastases from colorectal cancer in an animal model system (18). The time scheduling of combined modality therapy also appears to be a significant factor with concurrent administrations apparently more efficacious than sequential administration (19). In terms of sequential administrations, little difference in growth delay was found between XRT followed by RIT and RIT followed by XRT. However, tumor regression was more pronounced after XRT followed by RIT. These studies were purely phenomenological; differences in antibody distribution consequent on external beam irradiation were not examined.

Various biologic mechanisms influence antibody uptake in tumors. Elevated interstitial fluid pressure (20) within tumors acts to reduce or eliminate the bioavailability of therapeutic molecules and becomes progressively more severe from peripheral to central regions. The existence of a binding site barrier (21) may also restrict antibody penetration into tumors because of binding at the first encounter. This would lead to regions of high uptake near the surface of avascular micrometastases (22) or in the vicinity of capillary vessels coupled with low uptake in more distant regions. Whereas radiolabeled antibody uptake and average tumor dose are important in the determination of tumor response, the effectiveness of the dose will depend on the specific radiolabel distribution within the tumor. It will depend, in particular, on the degree of uniformity in the association of the radiolabeled antibody with tumor cells (23,24).

The rationale for combining RIT with XRT is summarized as follows:

- RIT will boost the dose to the primary disease site, with minimal expected overlapping toxicity with XRT.
- RIT could contribute a radiation dose to tumor cells, which may extend beyond the high-dose cone down the radiation field.
- RIT may selectively target known or occult metastatic disease sites outside of the radiation treatment portals.
- XRT may improve both the uptake and the uniformity of the radiolabeled antibody delivery to the tumor.

However, one question arises before considering combination RIT with XRT. Which is the most effective sequence for treatment? Should XRT be administered before RIT? The rationale for this strategy would be that XRT debunks (like surgery) the tumor, allowing a higher percentage uptake per gram of tumor (25). In addition, preirradiation may increase the permeability of the tumor capillary vasculature and improve antibody uptake (26).

However, the duration of clinical XRT is 6–8 wk, during which time metastatic growth and spread outside the irradiated volume would be largely unchecked. It is likely that the growth of subclinical microscopic disease would be especially rapid (27). This would favor the strategy of delivering the RIT at the earliest possible stage.

The focus of this study was to determine the delivery sequence of RIT relative to XRT, which would maximize the radiolabeled uptake and, consequently, radiation dose to the primary tumor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal Model

Twenty athymic nude mice (BALB/cAnN; National Cancer Institute, Frederick, MD) were injected subcutaneously in the right hind limb with 2 × 10⁶ SW1222 cells (Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, New York, NY). SW1222 is a colorectal carcinoma cell line of human origin, which expresses about 8 × 10⁵ antigen binding sites per cell to the A33 antibody used in this study (28). After 10–12 d, the tumors reached an average size of 400–600 mg.

Antibody

The A33 antibody is a murine monoclonal IgG2α, which is internalized by antigen-positive cells through cytoplasmic vesicles, transported to perinuclear regions, and subsequently exteriorized in an intact form, thus enabling the process of uptake to repeat (14). The A33 antigen, defined by A33 monoclonal antibody, is a 43-kDa transmembrane glycoprotein in normal human colonic epithelium and endothelium (29). It is expressed on >95% of human colon cancers (14). In this study, a purified humanized A33 antibody was used. It was labeled with 125I by the IODO-GEN (Pierce, Rockford, IL) method. Specific activities ranged from 177.6 to 185 MBq/mg antibody.
External Beam Irradiation
Mice were irradiated on a 320-kilovolt peak (kVp) x-ray irradiator. Five mice per group were anesthetized with 0.5 mL 97% 2,2,2-tribromoethanol (Avertin; Pfaltz and Bauer, Waterbury, CT) by intraperitoneal injection and arranged around the edges of a 20 × 20 cm² radiation field. The tumor-bearing leg of each animal was extended and taped within the radiation or light field. The rest of the body remained outside of the primary field (to spare the normal body organs). The mice were irradiated for 5 consecutive days at 2 Gy per fraction, yielding a total dose of 10 Gy. The radiation beam was filtered by 2 mm of copper and delivered at a dose rate of 150 cGy/min at 50-cm source skin distance. The x-ray unit was calibrated using a Holt ionization chamber of 0.06-mL volume, 8-mm outer diameter, with a 1-mm buildup cap. Field flatness was within ±3% as confirmed by Kodak V film (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY).

Histology
The excised tumors from 4 of 5 mice, for each group, were embedded in OCT (Miles Inc., Elkhart, IN) and frozen on dry ice in a cryomold. The blocks were cut on a cryostat microtome (Brightman, Chelmsford, UK) in 8-µm sections. Sections were fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered formalin for 5 min, washed twice, and then dried. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H and E) or used for autoradiography. One tumor specimen per group was fixed in 10% buffered formalin and then processed for paraffin embedding. Five-micron tissue sections were cut and stained with H and E to examine tumor morphology.

Immunohistochemistry
Expression of the A33 antigen was examined in the tumor xenografts using the Vectastain avidin-biotinylated peroxidase staining system (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Briefly, frozen sections were fixed in cold acetone for 10 min, followed by washing 3 times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The sections were incubated for 30 min with 1% fatty acid–free bovine serum albumin (BSA-PBS; Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) for blocking nonspecific binding and then transferred into 0.3% hydrogen peroxide PBS for 15 min to quench the endogenous peroxidase activity. After a further rinse, the sections were incubated with humanized A33 antibody (10 µg/mL in BSA-PBS) for 60 min. The biotinylated secondary rabbit antihuman antibody was then added, followed by avidin-biotinylated peroxidase complex reagents. The staining was developed with the substrate diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Finally, tumor sections were counterstained with hematoxylin to display tumor morphology together with cell-associated A33 antigen expression.

Autoradiography
The tissue sections from all 4 study groups were mounted on a piece of card and then pressed simultaneously in contact with a phosphor storage screen (type BI). The screen was exposed for a duration of 7 d within a light-tight cassette. The screen was read out on a GS-363 Molecular Imager (BioRad, Hercules, CA) laser scanner at the highest spatial resolution of 100 × 100 µm (30,31).

Study Design
Humanized ¹²⁵I-labeled IgG2A A33 antibody (1.036 MBq/8 µg) was injected intravenously into the mice before, simultaneously with, or after XRT. Four groups of 5 animals (20 mice in total) were studied. In each study group, 1 of the 5 animals was not injected with the radiolabel but was handled in every other regard in a way that was identical with the handling of the remainder of the group. This was done to observe the effects of external beam radiation on the tumor tissue at different times after treatment with high-quality paraffin sections. The experimental design is summarized in Figure 1. Animal tumors were selected to be of the same size range, 0.4–0.6 g, at the initiation of XRT for all study groups.

In group 1, 4 of the 5 animals were injected with a diagnostic dose (1.85 MBq) of ¹²⁵I-labeled humanized A33 antibody. No XRT followed. This group was used to study the antibody uptake and microdistribution of radiolabeled antibody alone, which is operationally identical to the case of a course of RIT preceding XRT—that is, when the radiolabeled antibody uptake has already peaked. All 5 animals were killed on day 5, and the tumors were excised and counted on a γ counter (Wallac, Turku, Finland) with a window setting for 25- to 35-keV photons. After counting, the tumors were embedded in OCT, frozen, and sectioned for autoradiography. In the fifth animal, the tumor was fixed in 10% formalin and prepared for paraffin embedding, sectioning, and staining.

In group 2, 4 of the 5 animals were injected with 1.85 MBq ¹²⁵I-labeled humanized A33 antibody. All 5 animals were then administered the first 2-Gy fraction of 320-kVp x-rays; daily fractions of x-rays were administered thereafter. On day 5, 6 h after administration of the fifth fraction, all animals were killed. Tumors were excised, counted, frozen, and sectioned for autoradiography. The nonradioactive tissue specimen was fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin. This tissue was used to assess the effect of radiation damage 5 d after XRT.

In group 3, the tumors were first irradiated with 5 fractions of external beam x-rays. On day 5, 4 of the 5 animals were injected
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of 4 study groups. ARG = autoradiography.
with 1.85 MBq $^{125}$I-labeled humanized A33 antibody. On day 10, all animals were killed, and the tumors were processed as described. The nonradioactive tissue specimen was fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin, and this tissue was used to assess the effect of radiation damage 10 d after XRT.

In group 4, the tumors were irradiated with 5 daily fractions. Then a 5-d break ensued before the radiolabeled antibody was injected into 4 of the 5 mice on day 10. All mice were killed on day 15, and the tumors were processed as for the other groups.

The principal objective of the study design was to investigate the effect of pretumor irradiation on antibody uptake and microdistribution. For this reason, all animals were given the same diagnostic activity (1.85 MBq) of $^{125}$I-labeled antibody, resulting in negligible radiation damage from the radiolabeled antibody. All animals were killed 5 d after administration of the radiolabeled antibody to allow equal time for antibody uptake and redistribution (Fig. 1).

RESULTS
Changes in Tumor Histology and Antigen Expression

Figure 2 illustrates the tumor morphology for the 4 groups. Figures 2A–D, corresponding to study groups 1–4, show the progression of histologic changes with time after irradiation. Figure 2A shows an example field of the nonirradiated control SW1222 tumor (group 1). It reveals an adenocarcinoma without morphological signs of regression or necrosis. Figure 2B shows the changes on day 5, after a course of 5 daily fractions of 2 Gy (group 2). The glandular structure is only partially preserved. The tumor cells are less coherent, and necrotic cells and debris are visible. The interstitial spaces are widened and indicate edematous changes. Figure 2C shows the tumor histology on day
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**Figure 2.** H- and E-stained sections from paraffin blocks show changes in tumor histology for groups 1–4. Radiation was delivered in 5 2-Gy fractions on days 0–4. (A) Group 1 (control), ×100 magnification. (B) Group 2 (day 5 after initiation of radiation therapy), ×100 magnification. (C) Group 3 (day 10 after initiation of radiation therapy), ×200 magnification. (D) Group 4 (day 15 after initiation of radiation therapy), ×100 magnification.
10—that is, 5 d after the completion of XRT (group 3). At this time, the glandular structure has completely disappeared. The cell density has dropped, and there are pools of edema. In Figure 2D (group 4), large regions of the tumor have become necrotic, and there is widespread breakdown of the structural integrity of the tissue.

Figure 3 is composed of 4 photographs that correspond to groups 1–4. These are frozen tumor sections that have been stained for A33 antigen expression. The control (Fig. 3A) shows uniform immunoperoxidase staining, which covers the entire section. In Figure 3B, shown at higher magnification, there appears to be a slight reduction in the fraction of A33 antigen-positive cells. However, the staining is still restricted to the cell surface membrane. For group 3 (Fig. 3C), the antigen staining appears to be associated with not only the cellular membrane but also the intracellular domains. This is possibly a consequence of cellular radiation damage, breakdown, and necrosis. Finally, on day 15 (Fig. 3D), there are clustered regions of intense antigen expression, no longer exclusively cell associated, and enlarged areas with no antigen staining.

The cell density of 3 tumor frozen sections (stained with H and E) of each study group was measured by counting of number of cells within the squares of an eyepiece graticule. Values for the average number of cells per square millimeter are given in Table 1. Furthermore, the fraction of cells staining positive for the A33 antigen was also determined (Table 1).

These results show, first, that the cell density within the tumor gradually decreases with time after irradiation, falling...
to almost 50% 15 d after the initiation of XRT. This is a consequence of cell loss and the expansion of tissue edema. Second, the fraction of the residual cells expressing antigen also slowly diminishes with time after irradiation. This is a consequence of a reduction in the ratio of tumor cells to normal stromal and inflammatory cells within the section. It may also be the consequence of a progressive loss of antigen expression by the doomed tumor cell population.

Changes in Radiolabeled Antibody Uptake and Distribution

The excised tumors of 4 animals per group were weighed and counted on a γ counter to determine the antibody uptake as percentage injected dose per gram (%ID/g) of tumor. Table 2 summarizes the average %ID/g ± SD for each of the 4 groups. For the nonirradiated control animals (group 1), the average %ID/g was 10.3, which is in agreement with previous studies performed by Barendswaard et al. (32). Group 2, where the animals were irradiated with the first 2-Gy fraction 30 min after administration of the radiolabeled antibody, there was an average increase of 50% in tumor uptake. However, when the radiolabeled antibody was administered at the end of 5 fractions of XRT (group 3), the uptake returned to baseline. When the radiolabeled antibody was administered on day 10 (group 4), the %ID/g in the tumor was reduced to less than one fifth of the baseline values. These data are consistent with the histopathologic description of radiation damage by Casarett (33), who reported an initial transient increase in the leakiness of the capillaries after irradiation, followed by inflammation and thrombosis. In our study, the progressive deterioration and collapse of the normal stromal tissue elements, coupled with both cell and antigen loss, support this hypothesis.

Figure 4 shows a series of 8 phosphor plate autoradiographic images from the tumors. A representative section is shown for 2 of the tumors in each study group. The greatest uniformity of radiolabel is observed in the nonirradiated tumors (group 1). Group 2 exhibited, on average, a 50% higher radiolabeled antibody uptake. However, this did not translate, for any of the 4 tumors, into improved uniformity of the radiolabeled antibody distribution. Tumor irradiation, with the radiolabeled antibody present in the bloodstream, probably resulted in a more rapid extravasation of the antibody, with pooling into the already well-perfused regions of the tumor. For group 3, the tumors had already shrunk to about one half the diameter of the control at the time of animal killing. Although the tumor counts were greatly reduced relative to that of the nonirradiated animals, the %ID/g was not significantly lower than that of the nonirradiated control tumors (group 1) because of the compensatory reduction in tumor mass on day 10. The distribution of radiolabel within these sections exhibited a reduced uniformity. This trend increased in group 4 on day 15 after the start of XRT, when the tumors had shrunk to an even smaller size (< 0.15 g), and the %ID/g fell about 5-fold below that of the nonirradiated tumors of group 1.

DISCUSSION

To optimize a combined treatment approach, our understanding of the complex radiobiology of RIT needs to be improved. One important aspect is how to achieve the maximum therapeutic effect from radionuclide targeting at administered levels of activity within dose-limiting toxicity. Dose escalation is postulated to improve uptake of radiolabel in the tumor (34). However, without improvements in the microdistribution of activity within the tumor, this may not translate into an increase in the therapeutic response (24).

A systematic study of how the uptake and distribution of radiolabeled antibodies, with therapeutic potential, are perturbed by preirradiation of the tumor is necessary to provide a rational basis for the optimization of combined modality therapy. Many disease sites could benefit by the inclusion of RIT into the radiation therapy protocol. One example is rectal carcinoma. Here, the standard treatment for unresectable locally advanced disease is preoperative radiation therapy followed by surgery (35). The goal of preirradiation is to convert the status of the cancer to a resectable one. Normal tissue tolerance in the pelvis restricts the doses that can be delivered by XRT alone. Attempts to further improve local control by the addition of intraoperative electron irradiation have been explored. Local failure rates with preoperative XRT and intraoperative XRT have been reported to be 37% for primary disease (36). The addition of RIT to such a protocol may have significant promise, especially because any overlapping toxicity is unlikely.

We expect that combined therapy with RIT and XRT will capitalize on the strengths and address the weaknesses of both modalities. The study presented in this article focused on 1 aspect of combined RIT and XRT—namely, determination of the optimum delivery sequence of the 2 treatments. The therapeutic efficacy of the combined modality treatment was not addressed but, rather, we focused on the effects of

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Cell no./mm²</th>
<th>% Antigen positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (day 0, no XRT)</td>
<td>5550</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (day 5, XRT days 1–5)</td>
<td>4115</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (day 10, XRT days 1–5)</td>
<td>3190</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (day 15, XRT days 1–5)</td>
<td>2910</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>%ID/g tumor ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (day 0, no XRT)</td>
<td>10.3 ± 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (day 5, XRT days 1–5)</td>
<td>15.1 ± 6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (day 10, XRT days 1–5)</td>
<td>9.2 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (day 15, XRT days 1–5)</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
XRT on radiolabeled antibody uptake and distribution as a consequence of histopathologic changes.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study suggest that tumor uptake is maximal when fractionated XRT is initiated immediately after injection of the radioimmunoconjugate because of a transient increase in the leakiness of the capillaries. In clinical practice, this would pose the logistic problem of the daily transport of radioactive patients into a radiation therapy suite. Nevertheless, the short daily exposure of the radiation therapists to the patient, relative to nuclear medicine technologists, does not suggest a serious increase in exposure burden to such personnel. In spite of our initial expectations, that pre-XRT would debulk the tumor, and thereby increase the %ID/g of the radiolabeled antibody, the opposite was found. Preirradiation of the tumor resulted in rapid structural degradation of the tumor stroma and vasculature, reducing tumor antibody uptake. Furthermore, we found that the amount of antigen expression decreased with further effect of diminishing antibody–tumor targeting.
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